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Introduction 
More and more attention has been paid to magnesium alloys as a new generation of medical 

implant materials [1]. Mg alloys present physical and mechanical properties compatible 
with those of human bone however, the major obstacle for their use is the undesirable high 
corrosion rate [1]. This problem encourages the search for a protective coating to expand the 
use of Mg alloys. Currently, surface modification such as plasma electrolytic process (PEO) [2] 
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Abstract
Hybrid coatings composed of the inorganic film; Micro-Arc Oxidized (MAO) and organic film; 

Dopamine (DOP) or Phytic Acid (PA) was successfully deposited on AZ31. The DOP@MAO@AZ31 film 
reduced the corrosion current 3-times the MAO film while, the PA@MAO@AZ31presented a slight 
improvement. Here, the film morphology is the master key for the corrosion resistance enhancement 
in Simulated Body Fluid (SBF). The Dopamine film supported the MAO inner layer and blocked the 
porous structure. The Phytic acid transformed the porous MAO layer into a cracked structure to facilitate 
corrosive ions attack. All experimental outcomes were verified by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD). The in-vitro corrosion 
performance was estimated utilizing electrochemical measurements.
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or familiar as Micro-Arc Oxidation (MAO) is an effective method for 
improving their corrosion resistance [3-5].

Micro arc oxidation is sparked-anodization method where 
a high-voltage is used for the surface treatment of magnesium 
and its alloys. It consists of three layers; outer porous layer, the 
middle-fairly compact layer and the inner-compact layer sticking 
to the surfaces [6,7]. Thus, MAO process usually deposits a micro-
nano scale porous bio ceramic layer on substrates [8] that allows a 
corrosive medium to move quickly into the substrate. Coupled with 
another technique [9] is a suitable solution for more protection 
such as dipping coating. Taking account of the fact that immersion 
the MAO films in the appropriate additive as post-treatment is 
valuable in inhibiting the corrosive ions.

Dopamine (DA) is a common adhesive material that serves 
as an antibacterial film for biomedical applications [8]. It is 3, 
4-dihydroxyphenethylamine which is a natural hormone with 
a fundamental role in the brain and body. It is made of the 
catecholamine and phenethyl amine families consequently consists 
of a catechol structure (a benzene ring with two hydroxyl side 
groups) with one amine group attached via an ethyl chain. This 
structure qualify it to chelate with surface as a protective coating 
with bioactivity characters [10,11].

Phytic Acid (PA) is a non-toxic organic compound with 12 
hydroxyl groups to provide a powerful capability of chelating with 
Mg substrate. When PA hybridized with Silane compound on MAO 
film, an excellent barrier effect was obtained [12]. The purpose of 
the present work is to compare the hybrid coatings of DOP@MAO@
AZ31 and PA@MAO@AZ31 to the single MAO@AZ31coating under 
the same conditions of electrolytes.

Experimental Procedure
MAO coating preparation

AZ31 magnesium was provided from Xinxiang Jiuli magnesium 
Co., Ltd. (Xinxiang, China) with nominal compositions wt.%: 2.5-3.5 
Al, 0.6-1.3 Zn, 0.1 Si, 0.04 Ca, 0.2-0.8 Mn, 0.05 Cu and balanced Mg. 
The samples were cut with a thickness of 1.5mm and a diameter 
of 30mm then, ground with silicon carbide sandpaper up to 2000 
grit. Those samples were ultrasonically cleaned 5-10 s in alcohol 
and distilled water to let dry in air. Then, immersed in Na2SiO3 
9H2O 0.04M and Na3PO4 12H2O 0.04M for 3 minutes with 200V 
using 1kW AC power supply with a duty cycle of 10%.to get MAO 
@AZ31. Those samples were dried and immersed in Phytic acid 
(CH3(CH2)16COOH) 0.25M 4h, 60 ͦC to yield PA@MAO@AZ31 or in 
dopamine solution(C₈H₁₁NO₂)0.25M 12h, pH 9 to get DOP@MAO@
AZ31. Finally, those specimens were washed with distilled water 
three times and dried in the air prior to characterization.

Coating characterization
The optical macroscope and scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM, JSM-7401F JEOL, Japan) were utilized to observe the surface 
morphologies of the prepared samples. The electron beam of SEM is 
0.8nm at 15kV under a pressure of 4.45-10.4Pa. A very thin layer of 
gold must be sputtered to the samples before the SEM observations. 

A goniometer (DSA100, Kru€uss, Hamburg, Germany) at 25 ͦC and 
60% relative humidity was utilized to record the water contact 
angle for the coated samples in static drop mode. For each sample, 
at least five measurements on random surface sites were tested. 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Nicolet 5700, 
Thermo Electron Corporation, MA, USA) was utilized to characterize 
the functional-groups within the coatings (organic film). The 
scanning rates from 500 to 4000cm-1, then the data are converted 
into absorbance spectra. For further more exposure (inorganic 
film), the phases structures of the samples were characterized by 
X-ray diffraction (XRD, Philips X’Pert) using a CuK radiation with a 
glancing angle of 2°. The XRD data were obtained over 2θ range of 
20-40° at a step size of 0.25°.

Electrochemical corrosion behavior
Potentiostat (IM6, Zahner, Germany) was used to test 

potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) and Electrochemical 
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). The corrosive electrolyte was the 
fresh-prepared Simulated Body Fluid (SBF) with similar ionic 
composition to that of human blood plasma. It contains 8.8g/l NaCl, 
0.4g/l KCl, 0.14g/l CaCl2, 0.35g/l NaHCO3, 1.0g/l C6H6O6 (glucose), 
0.2g/l MgSO4 7H2O, 0.1g/l KH2PO4.H2O, 0.06g/l Na2HPO4.7H2O, pH 
7.4, at a temperature of 37 ͦC. A three-electrode cell consists of 
platinum foil (1 cm2) as a counter electrode, saturated calomel 
(SCE, Lei Ci 232, Shang Hai, China) as reference one and the samples 
of an area of 0.79 cm2 were the working electrodes. 

The PDP curves were obtained by scanning the electrode 
potential from -2.0 to -1.0 VSCE at a scanning rate of 1mV s-1. The 
polarization plots were analyzed by linear extrapolation to detect 
cathodic Tafel slope and specify the values of free corrosion 
potentials Ecorr, corrosion current density icorr. The taken region 
for data calculation was about 50mV more negative than the free 
corrosion potential. The EIS spectrum was obtained at the fixed DC 
potential when the stabilization stopped. The excitation signal of a 
sinusoidal alternating voltage 10mV was superimposed on the DC 
potential, which was scanned from 200kHz to 0.01Hz. The acquired 
EIS data were recorded using the Zsim Demo software. 

Results and Discussion
Coating morphology and wettability

The optical microscope, scanning electron microscope and 
water contact angle are illustrated in Figure 2. MAO@AZ31 
film presented porous structure that transformed into cracked 
morphology at PA@MAO@AZ31 films. The disappearance of the 
porous structure could be attributed to the ability of Phytic acid 
to attack the surface [13]. On the contrary, the DOP@MAO@AZ31 
film revealed agglomerated particles of dopamine that blocked the 
porous MAO structure. Dopamine caneffuse through the discharge 
channels and quenched to yield a compact layer [8], consequently,a 
thick film of 19μm is formed. The water contact angle (WCA) of 
both MAO@AZ31 and PA@MAO@AZ31 films presented hydrophilic 
behavior that could be related to their morphology. On the other 
hand, DOP@MAO@AZ31 coating was hydrophobic with water 
contact angle 112 ͦC.
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Figure 2: Opical microscopy, scanning electron microscope and water contact angle of MAO@AZ31, PA@MAO@AZ31 
and DOP@MAO@AZ31 composite coatings.

XRD &FTIR
The composition of the surface coating was analyzed using the 

XRD patterns in Figure 3a. The XRD pattern detected the phases 
of the micro-arc oxidized film MAO@AZ31, PA@MAO@AZ31 
andDOP@MAO@AZ31. The main phase that can be seen is Mg2SiO4 
mixed with NaMgPO4. The weakest intensity of Mg2SiO4 peak 
appeared at DOP@MAO@AZ31as due to the presence of the second 
layer covers well MAO film. FTIR spectra Figure 3b illustrated the 

peaks that rely on organic function groups. The PA@MAO@AZ31 
film revealed OH stretched and bonded groups at 3600cm-1 and 
2500cm-1, respectively [12] as an indication of the organic Phytic 
acid. The DOP@MAO@AZ31 film presented the amine peak at 
2150cm-1 [8] to prove the organic dopamine deposition. Both of 
those analyses confirmed the successful hybridization between the 
inorganic silicate (Mg2SiO4) with the organic film such as dopamine 
or Phytic.

Figure 3: XRD and FTIR sprctra of MAO@AZ31, PA@MAO@AZ31 and DOP@MAO@AZ31 composite coatings.

Corrosion behavior
The electrochemical potentiodynamic curves, Nyquist plots 

and optical microscope for the corroded film are illustrated in 

Figure 4. The Phytic Acid (PA) presented a slight shift in the 
potential accompanied by passive current (Figure 4a). This result 
is an indication that cracked structure (PA@MAO@AZ31) yielded 
no clear difference than the porous structure (MAO@AZ31). On 
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the other side, the agglomerated dopamine confirmed the barrier 
property due to more noble corrosion potential and less value of 
passive current (Table 1). The corrosion current of DOP@MAO@

AZ31was reduced 3-times the MAO single-film. The Nyquist 
plots supported the PDP curves because the obvious jump in the 
resistance belongs to the DOP@MAO@AZ31 film.

Figure 4: Potentiodynamic, Nyquist curves and OM for the corroded films ofMAO@AZ31, PA@MAO@AZ31 and DOP@
MAO@AZ31in SBF.

Table 1: Electrochemical parameters for MAO@AZ31, 
PA@MAO@AZ31 and DOP@MAO@AZ31compared to Bare 
AZ31.

Samples BareAZ31 MAO@
AZ31

PA@MAO@
AZ31

DOP@MAO@
AZ31

Ecorr (VSCE) -1.05 -1.3 -1.22 -1.13

I corr (µA/cm2) 250 1.1 0.9 0.4

C.R (mpy) 224 2.9 2.3 0.35

The assumed mechanism in case of dopamine which has a 
higher tendency to agglomerate [14], yielded a greater thickness. 
This polydopamine (PDOP) second layer can cover wellthe first 
layer of silicate, lowers the intensity of Mg2SiO4 (XRD). Hence, this 
double-layer can successfully isolate AZ31 from the corrosive ions, 
reduce the corrosion rate.

In case, Phytic acid dissolves the first silicate layer according to 
the following equation [15],

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]6 3 6
2 4 6 2 2   2   Mg SiO H PA SiO H O Mg PA+ − + −+ → + +

This acid caused a cracked film (SEM) upon AZ31, facilitated 
the attack of corrosive ions. Therefore that cracked structure(PA@
MAO@AZ31) presented non-remarked enhancement that the 
porous structure (MAO@AZ31).

Conclusion
Acombination of organic film overlays MAO cant for sure 

provides surface protection. If the organic film such as phytic acid 
attacked the MAO film, a slight enhancementis obtained. The porous 
MAO structure when transformed into a cracked one, facilitated the 
corrosive ions penetration. If the organic film such as dopamine 

supported the MAO film to effectively isolate the AZ31, a significant 
improvement is obtained. The dopamine reduced the corrosion 
current 3 times the MAO@AZ31due to dopamine agglomeration 
thatblockedthe porous structure.
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